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Introduction 

 

This document describes the use of the website https://www.geneticaffairs.com and more specifically, 

the use of the member section which can be reached under https://members.geneticaffairs.com 

The original purpose of Genetic Affairs was the automation of the retrieval of genetic matches from two 

major DNA testing companies: 23andme and FamilyTreeDNA (FTDNA). This feature, also known as 

AutoScan, allows users to register their DNA accounts and provides an interface to select which profiles 

updates should be provided, how often and which criteria should be applied.  

Nowadays, the most important feature of Genetic Affairs is the automated clustering of shared matches, 

named AutoCluster. AutoCluster organizes your matches into shared match clusters that likely 

represent branches of your family.   

The rule-based AutoCluster clustering allows for the clustering of matches obtained from different 

profiles by employing certain rules, for instance only using matches that do not match the matches of a 

known biological mother. 

The AutoTree feature identifies common ancestors and reconstructed trees for FTDNA profiles. 

In addition to the shared match clustering offered by AutoCluster, a new clustering that is now available 

that is based on overlapping segments. This clustering is available under the name AutoSegment. 

Another version of this tool, hybrid AutoSegment is available and allows for the clustering of 

MyHeritage, 23andme, FTDNA and GEDmatch data based on overlapping segments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.geneticaffairs.com/
https://members.geneticaffairs.com/
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Features of Genetic Affairs 
The next sections will describe in more detail the various features of Genetic Affairs.  

Genetic Affairs AutoScantm provides the following features: 

• Support for two DNA testing companies (23andme and FTDNA). 

• Updates concerning new matches are provided in a clear e-mail message. 

• Adjustable update interval – updates can be provided daily, weekly or monthly. 

• Minimal DNA match – notifications are given for specific DNA matches, e.g., minimal 3rd cousin. 

• Minimal centimorgan threshold, for instance only report 4th cousins which share at least 40 cM. 

• All first matches in a spreadsheet. The first analysis of a profile will include all genetic matches in 

a spreadsheet. This spreadsheet is added to the mail as an attachment. 

Genetic Affairs AutoClustertm provides the following features: 

• Automatic clustering of shared matches using adjustable cM ranges 

• Enriched surnames/locations in the clusters of AutoCluster for 23andme profiles 

• Adjustable cM limits for the largest segment for FTDNA analyses  

• Adjustable cM limits for shared cM between shared matches for 23andme analyses 

• Ability to perform AutoClustering using common matches from 23andme that share a segment 

(and which will most likely triangulate).  

• Extended clustering where the shared matches from the initial analysis (given a cM range or 

starred matches or groups) are used as matches.  

• Segment data for FTDNA and 23andme analyses as well as a chromosome browser overview. 

 

Genetic Affairs AutoFastClust provides the following features: 

• Instant clustering of shared matches using adjustable cM ranges 

• User entered match and shared match data, saved in local storage or CSV files 

 

Genetic Affairs rule-based AutoCluster provides the following features: 

• Use rules to filter and/or merge their matches using matches from other profiles to focus on a 

particular branch of your ancestors, for instance, your paternal matches by excluding your 

known maternal matches. 

• Three different rules allow for: 

o the exclusion (NOT rule) 

o inclusion (AND rule)  

o combination (OR rule)  

• Additional visualization feature indicates which (shared) matches are added as compared to the 

matches of the primary profile that is used. 
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Genetic Affairs AutoTreetm provides the following features for FTDNA  profiles: 

• Identification of common ancestors from trees of users by employing a three-step clustering 

o First, a surname clustering is performed  

o Second, a first name clustering is employed on the surname clusters 

o Finally, using birth and death year information, the final common ancestor clusters are 

determined 

• Automatic reconstruction and visualization of a genealogical tree using the identified common 

ancestors and DNA matches 

• Works for adoptees and profiles with an attached tree 

• Identification of common locations using a distance clustering of birth locations of tree persons  

Genetic Affairs AutoPedigreetm provides the following features for FTDNA profiles: 

• automates the generation and testing of hypotheses using reconstructed trees from AutoTree. 

• developed to identify how a person, for instance an adoptee, fits into a reconstructed AutoTree 
 

Genetic Affairs AutoSegmenttm  provides the following features: 

• perform a DNA segment-based clustering method that is available for segment data from 

MyHeritage, 23andme, FamilyTreeDNA and GEDmatch 

• Requires segment data downloaded from testing companies  

• Does not require credential information 

• Allows for filtering of segments located in known pile-up regions. 

• Allows for easy integration into the DNA Painter website 

 

Genetic Affairs Hybrid AutoSegmenttm  provides the following features: 

• perform a DNA segment-based clustering method combining segment data from MyHeritage, 

23andme, FamilyTreeDNA and GEDmatch into a single analysis 

• Requires segment data downloaded from testing companies  

• Does not require credential information 

• Allows for filtering of segments located in known pile-up regions. 

• Allows for easy integration into the DNA Painter website 

• Allows for liftover procedure to improve segment locations for FTDNA data 

 

Last, it is possible to recluster old AutoCluster or MyHeritage AutoCluster analyses. 
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Registration 
 

The registration page (https://members.geneticaffairs.com/register ) shows information that is required 

for registration at the site (see Figure 1).  

  

Figure 1. Registration page of the website https://members.geneticaffairs.com/register 

After registration, the user is redirected to the landing page (see Figure 2). The landing page offers 

several options. The “show websites” button shows all registered 23andme and FTDNA websites. By 

clicking on the “Register a new website”, users can register new FTDNA or 23andme websites, using 

your login credentials. This step is required for the regular AutoCluster analyses. 

The “Run AutoCluster” will show all registered 23andme and FTDNA websites. The “Run AutoTree” 

button will display all registered FTDNA websites since the AutoTree feature is only available for FTDNA 

profiles.  

The “Run AutoSegment” option will show another page with four options, an AutoSegment analysis for 

MyHeritage, 23andme, FTDNA or GEDmatch. The “Run hybrid AutoSegment” link will allow users to run 

a combined analysis using data from the aforementioned companies. 

The “Run AutoCluster using CSV files” feature allows users to run a clustering analysis using two CSV 

files, one containing match data and one containing shared matches data. A similar feature is provided 

by the “Run online AutoFastCluster” where these datasets can be entered manually. The “Recluster 

MyHeritage AutoClusters” option allows you to recluster old AutoCluster or MyHeritage cluster results.  

The “User settings” option will show the different options available for an user. Archived newsletters are 

available using the “Newsletter archive” button.  

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/register
https://members.geneticaffairs.com/register
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The “Show credits” button displays the amount of available credits. Credits can be acquired using the 

“Subscription” option. 

 

Figure 2. Landing page after registration.  
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Adding a website 
 

Upon clicking on the link: “Register a new website”, the user is redirected to a page that allows adding of 

website credentials (see Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3 - Landing page for adding a new website 

 

When the “Add 23andme account or add FamilyTreeDNA” button is selected, a login page is displayed 

that will allow the entry of the website credentials (see Figure 4 for an example of FTDNA) 

 

Figure 4. Website to add FTDNA credentials. 

Upon entering the website credentials, a confirmation message will appear after pressing the “Add new 

website” (see Figure 5). Note that for FTDNA profiles the KIT id is required for the login field. 
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Figure 5. Information pane that will appear after pressing the “Add new website” button. 

After the “Yes add website” is selected, Genetic Affairs will use the supplied user credentials to check if 

these are valid. During this verification, a message is displayed (see Figure 6). See our online FAQ section 

(https://www.geneticaffairs.com/faq.html) for more information concerning the privacy of your login 

credentials. 

 

Figure 6. The message is displayed while your login credentials are verified. 

 

Note that browsers sometimes try to fill in credential data in the login fields. If entering credential 

information is not successful on multiple occasions, please try using another browser.  

https://www.geneticaffairs.com/faq.html
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The websites page will be displayed if the credentials are successfully tested or if the websites button is 

selected (see Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. Website button on the main page 

 

The websites page shows the registered FTDNA and 23andme websites (see Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8. The main view of all the websites. FTDNA websites are grouped on a different page since they are linked to a single 
profile for each login. 
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The red button behind the 23andme websites will delete the website credentials as well as the 

underlying profiles and updates. The edit button can be used to change the login credentials of the 

website, for instance after you have changed its password.  

The Profiles button will bring up the profiles for a 23andme website (for FTDNA, the website view will 

display a profile since each FTDNA website is linked to a single profile). The Profile view and their 

settings will be discussed in the next section. 

Note that by default for FTDNA profiles the KIT identifier is shown. If multiple kits are managed, tracking 

the different can become difficult. It is now possible to rename the profile name to something that is 

easier to remember. 
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Profiles – starting an analysis 
 

After clicking on the “Profiles” button for a certain website (see Figure 8) all profiles are displayed that 

are linked to that website login (see Figure 9). Note that there can be several profiles linked to a single 

23andme website but only one FTDNA profile linked to a registered FTDNA website.  

Several analysis options are available which will be discussed below. 

 

Figure 9. Profiles view for a FTDNA website that allows the selection of a specific analysis. 

 

A) Shows the name that is linked to the profile. This name can be edited, for instance, to replace the 

FTDNA kit id number to the actual profile name. 

B) When updates are available this icon turns green, when selected the latest updates are shown. 

C) Hide profile (only for 23andme profiles). When selected another unhide button will appear. 

D) AutoCluster analysis. Opens a new page to perform an AutoCluster analysis.  

E) AutoTree analysis. Opens an AutoCluster analysis page with some options already enabled to 

perform an AutoTree analysis (see AutoTree). 

F) Rule-based AutoCluster analysis. Opens a new page to perform a rule-based AutoCluster analysis 

(see Rule-based AutoCluster). 

G) AutoScan settings. Opens a new page to adjust the settings for an AutoScan analysis (see next 

section and Figure 10). 

H) Delete a profile. This will also delete all linked messages 
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AutoScan view 
 

By selecting the AutoScan icon (see Figure 9F), the AutoScan view is displayed. The AutoScan analysis 

allows users to obtain regular updates in a single email for new matches for different websites. Note 

that changed settings under B, C, D, and E are saved automatically. 

 

 

Figure 10. View of all profiles linked to a website for the AutoScan analysis. 

A) Shows the name that is linked to the profile. 

B) Sets the update interval (e.g.; never, weekly and monthly updates). By default, all update intervals 

are set to never. 

C) The minimal DNA match that should be reported in the update mail. Options range from first 

cousins to distant cousins. 

D) A minimal cM threshold that should be employed on top of the minimal DNA match that is applied 

in C). This option is for instance used to only report fourth cousins that share a minimum of 40 cM. 

E) When updates are available this icon turns green, when selected the latest updates are shown. 

F) When one needs to change all settings simultaneously for all profiles, use this option. Set the 

option(s) that need to be changed and press the “Save all settings” button. Note that previous 

settings are kept if the “leave unchanged” setting for a field is selected. 

G) Retrieve new profiles for a 23andme website. 

 

AutoScan - e-mail updates and notifications 
 

A first analysis to obtain the existing DNA matches will be performed once a day for a profile after an 

update interval has been set and saved. This analysis downloads all matches for FTDNA and 23andme 

profiles. After a successful analysis, an email (see Figure 11) will be sent that holds the top 20 DNA 

matches as well as an attachment with all matches. This comma-separated attachment can be imported 

in a spreadsheet application (such as Microsoft Excel or Google Sheets).  
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Futureweekly or monthly updates are combined into a single e-mail of which the subject contains the 

number of new matches that passed the minimum match (for instance 4th cousins that share at least 30 

cM) criteria. The body of the e-mail contains more detailed information for each profile that was 

checked for updates. An example of such an e-mail is shown in Figure 12. 

In addition to the mail updates, we use the notifications on the website to display the updates as well 

(see Figure 74. General settings from top-menu).  

Figure 11. Example of a first email. In this example, the comma separated files are displayed that contain all matches  
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Figure 12. Example of an e-mail that contains regular updates 
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AutoCluster analysis 
 

AutoCluster (option D in Figure 9) organizes your DNA matches for registered 23andme or FTDNA 

profiles into shared match clusters that likely represent branches of your family. In the visualization of 

this analysis, each of the colored cells represents an intersection between two of your matches, 

meaning, they both match you and each other (see Figure 13). These cells, in turn, are grouped together 

both physically and by color to create a powerful visual chart of your shared matches clusters 

 

Figure 13. Clustering analysis of shared matches analysis using AutoCluster using a cM range of 600 cM – 50 cM. Various 
clusters have been identified which have been annotated using genealogical data (M = Maternal, P = Paternal). 
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Each color represents one shared match cluster. Members of a cluster match you and most or all of the 

other cluster members. Everyone in a cluster will likely be on the same ancestral line, although the 

MRCA between any of the matches and between you and any match may vary. The generational level of 

the clusters may vary as well. One may be your paternal grandmother’s branch; another maybe your 

paternal grandfather’s father’s branch (see some genealogical annotations in the AutoCluster example 

in Figure 13). 

You may see several gray cells that do not belong to any color-grouped cluster. They usually represent a 

shared match where one of the two cousins is too closely related to you to belong to just one cluster. 

Each of these cousins belongs to a color-grouped cluster, the gray cell indicates that one of them 

belongs in both clusters. In addition, the clusters are sorted based on the gray cells, these sorted clusters 

sometimes fall into larger cluster structures that are easy to identify in the visualization (see Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14. Example of the sorting of clusters based on the grey cells between clusters (picture provided by Robert Randolph). 
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Underneath the graphical representation of the clusters, some information concerning the AutoCluster 

is placed with respect to the employed settings as well as a searchable and sortable table (see Figure 

15).   

 

Figure 15 - Table view of the matches for each cluster based on an AutoCluster analysis for a profile. 

 

A. Name field, clickable for matches 

B. Shared cM  

C. Number of shared matches 

D. Cluster member 

E. Tree link (the number of people in the tree) 

F. Predicted relationship 

G. Preview of the notes 

H. Click this button to display the complete note 

The results of the AutoCluster analysis are compressed and attached as a ZIP file. A unzipped 

AutoCluster report will contain: 

• HTML file containing a visual representation of the AutoCluster analysis 

• Excel file containing the chart visualization in a spreadsheet format, especially useful 

when there are a large number of matches in the HTML chart. In addition, the Excel fike 

contains all downloaded matches (all matches for FTDNA and 23andme) and the 

matches per cluster. 
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Start an AutoCluster analysis 
 

From the profiles view page, click on the AutoCluster button which will display a page that allows for an 

AutoCluster analysis . For all three DNA testing companies, a maximum and minimum cM threshold can 

be selected. You can specify a range using these two cM thresholds to define criteria which DNA 

matches should be examined. In addition, the minimum cluster can be specified. For analyses with a low 

value for the minimum cM threshold a more powerful server is employed. For FTDNA analyses, this 

server is the default option.  

Some additional options have been implemented that are only implemented for a specific DNA testing 

company. We will therefore discuss the AutoCluster analysis for each of the different companies. 
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AutoFastCluster analysis 
 

To generate an AutoCluster for sites that are not supported by Genetic Affairs (for instance, Living DNA) 

it is now possible to generate an AutoCluster analysis using user defined matches. There are two 

methods available. The first method allows users to run the analysis using locally generated CSV files. 

This feature can be reached using this link: https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autocluster. Patsy 

Coleman has blogged about this feature using LivingDNA data, the blog post contains more detail 

concerning this method. The second method allows users to enter matches and shared manually on the 

Genetic Affairs site using this link: https://members.geneticaffairs.com/spreadsheet (see Figure 16 for 

the interface). Entered matches and shared matches are saved on your local computer in the temporally 

storage of your browser.  

 

Figure 16. AutoFastCluster interface 

In the left panel (Figure 16A) the match data can be entered. In the right panel (Figure 16B) the shared 

match data can be defined (see Figure 17 for the format of this data).  

 

Figure 17. Example match and shared match data. 

The following AutoFastCluster settings can be defined, max and min cM threshold, cluster size and the 

name of the AutoFastCluster analysis (Figure 16C and D). The analysis is started by pressing the button 

“Perform AutoCluster analysis” (Figure 16E). The matches/shared matches can be exported to CSV and 

Excel  (Figure 16F). To clear the matches, use the buttons under Figure 16G. Loading and saving the data 

can be performed using the buttons under Figure 16H (see Figure 18 for the message that appears after 

loading data). 

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autocluster
https://patriciacolemangenealogy.wordpress.com/2020/06/17/manual-autoclusters-for-livingdna/
https://members.geneticaffairs.com/spreadsheet
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Figure 18. Message appearing after loading of previously entered data. 

If an AutoFastCluster analysis is started and not enough matches are available, a popup will appear to 

notify the user that more matches are required (see Figure 19A). In that case, lower the min threshold 

and/or add more matches that are within the desired cM range. If there enough matches available, a 

message will appear that will inform you that the analysis is being performed (see Figure 19B).  

  
Figure 19. Message indicating more matches are required by the AutoFastCluster analysis and the message that will appear 
when the clustering is performed by our server. 

 

After a couple of seconds, the AutoCluster page with the animating chart will appear (see Figure 20). The 

save button underneath the chart will save the analysis and allow for offline analysis. 

  
Figure 20. Results of the AutoFastCluster analysis. In the lower pane of the chart a save button is available. 
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In addition to manually entering match and shared match data, it is possible to paste data from existing 

spreadsheets. To perform this action, first select the data (for instance, from Excel, see first figure in 

Figure 21) . Copy this data to the clipboard (on Windows, Ctrl-C). Next, go to the AutoFastCluster 

interface and select a cell. Then click on the border of that cell, a double arrow will appear. If it appears, 

paste the data from the clipboard. 

 

 
Select data, copy to clipboard 
 

 
Select cell in spreadsheet, 
then select the border. A 
double arrow will appear 

 
Paste results. 

Figure 21. Three steps to paste data. 

 

AutoCluster analysis using the extend cluster feature 
 

Now one of the more complicated features, the “extend clusters”  feature. The best way to illustrate this 

feature is by using the following example. Let’s imagine you have a high cM match, like a first or second 

cousin. You are interested in all shared matches with this match and see if there are clusters formed in 

these matches. Using the “extend cluster” feature combined with the FTDNA/23andme groups it is now 

possible to accomplish this. This is how it works. First, place the high cM match (or matches) in a specific 

group.  

Next, find the FTDNA/23andme group-like identifiers. Next, enable the “extend cluster” feature.  Now 

first the match (or matches) from the group are downloaded. Second, the shared matches are retrieved. 

Normally, the AutoCluster clustering would start but instead, we add the shared matches to our initial 

list and we download the shared matches for the shared matches. After this step, we start the clustering 

analysis. See Figure 22 for the result of such an analysis. The high cM match can be seen in the first 
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row/column, it matches all of the other matches in the chart. However, very clear clusters are identified 

using this approach. The “extend cluster” option can also be combined with the starred matches option. 

 

Figure 22. AutoCluster analysis performed using a single high cM match which was placed in a group. This group was used for 
the clustering analysis combined with the extend cluster feature. 

However, what if you are interested in excluding this whole branch? Using the negative groups, only the 

high cM match would be excluded. It could be interesting to exclude the high cM match and its shared 

matches. 

We could use the rule-based clustering and use a NOT rule but in some cases, you don't have access to 

the concerned profile. It is now possible to discard the high cM match as well as the shared matches you 

have with this match. Here is how it works. Instead of supplying the group name with a single ! you now 

use two ! exclamation marks. So if the group is 1001, you use !!1001 

This is what happens. First, the matches of group 1001 are downloaded. Next, the shared matches of 

these matches are retrieved and combined with the first group. Last, each match from group 1001 and 

their shared matches are tagged with the negative group 1001, so getting !1001. 

Now the regular AutoCluster analysis is performed, first the matches are downloaded and their shared 

matches. However, matches that have the !1001 group will be skipped. 
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Start an FTDNA AutoCluster analysis 
 

In addition to the minimum and maximum cM setting it is possible to specify the minimum size of the 

largest DNA segment (see Figure 23). In addition, the AutoTree functionality is also available for FTDNA 

analyses (see section below). Another new feature for FTDNA (and 23andme) profiles is the ability to 

integrate DNA segments into the AutoCluster analysis.  

 

Figure 23. The AutoCluster analysis page for an FTDNA profile. 

 

DNA segment browser for 23andme and FTDNA AutoCluster analyses 
 

Using the segment data and a chromosome browser we can color the segments of matches from a 

cluster. This allows users to see how much DNA is in common with them (see Figure 24). Before we 

visualize the shared DNA segments we perform a clustering to group segments that are overlapping (min 

5 cM). Next, these segment clusters are visualized using a certain color. In addition to the graphical 

representation a table is available that contains the detailed information for the segment clusters. 

Segments for the DNA matches for each AutoCluster cluster are available and can be accessed using the 

table underneath the chromosome browser. This table contains a link to the detailed chromosome 

browser, the number of multiple segment clusters, number of single segment clusters and number of 

clusters that are on the X chromosome. 

 

It is now possible to generate a chromosome map from your DNA matches from FTDNA or 23andme 

clusters  and import the segment data into DNA painter using the cluster auto painter tool 

(https://dnapainter.com/tools/cap also see the blog post: https://dnapainter.com/blog/cluster-auto-

painter-unravel-your-dna-test-results/). Importing the chromosome map from your clusters of DNA 

matches into DNA painter allows you to: 

• Make notes and identify clusters as maternal or paternal 

• Look at the segments behind the clusters and identify potential pile-up regions. 

https://dnapainter.com/tools/cap
https://dnapainter.com/blog/cluster-auto-painter-unravel-your-dna-test-results/
https://dnapainter.com/blog/cluster-auto-painter-unravel-your-dna-test-results/
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Figure 24. Chromosome segments from DNA matches in clusters. 
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To supplement the segment analysis on DNA 

painter, a chromosome browser is available for the 

matches per cluster as well the combined matches 

overview (all segments from all matches from all 

clusters, see Figure 26).  

An example for a single cluster can be seen in 

Figure 25. Cluster 31 from a 23andme clustering 

has a number of matches that probably have a 

triangulated segment (visualized using the helix 

symbol). Information concerning segment clusters, 

(multiple and single), x match clusters as well as 

paternal or maternal classification (as obtained 

from 23andme or FTDNA) is available in the table 

underneath (Figure 25B). Upon clicking on the 

segment link in the first column, a chromosome 

visualization is displayed (see Figure 25C). One 

segment is shared with the matches of this cluster 

which is also illustrated in the detailed (see Figure 

25D) table that contains the start, stop positions as 

well as the total length of the segment.  

 

 

Figure 25. 23andme segment example. For cluster 31 quite 
a few triangulating segments seem to be present. 

 

Figure 26. All segment clusters from all clusters visualized in the chromosome browser 
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Start an 23andme AutoCluster analysis 

 

For 23andme profiles, a cM threshold between shared matches can be adjusted as well. Common 

matches that share a DNA segment (which typically will triangulate) with the tested person contain an 

additional helix symbol in the visualization (see Figure 27). It is also possible to perform the clustering 

analysis only for matches that share a segment (Triangulated Groups clustering). This usually results in 

very defined clusters and a low amount of grey cells. A blog post of Louis Kessler goes into more detail 

concerning this feature and discusses some of the results (and caveats) of this approach. As will be 

discussed on page 29, a surname enrichment analysis can be employed for the matches based on the 

surnames and locations of the ancestors of the matches from a specific cluster. 

 

Figure 27. 23andme AutoCluster analysis, common matches that share a segment (which will most likely triangulate) with the 
tested person are indicated with the helix symbol. 

http://www.beholdgenealogy.com/blog/?p=2952
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After the AutoCluster analysis has finished, a mail will be sent to your e-mail address. If all goes 

well, this email will contain three zipped attachments (see the previous section for more information 

concerning the attachments).  Note that the Excel file and HTML file will only be present if enough 

matches are present for the AutoCluster analysis. It is also possible that the HTML file is not present, in 

that case not enough matches were present for the analysis. 

Please save the attached zip files to your hard drive and unzip them. You will then be able to view the 

results. Opening the HTML file from the zip file will usually result in a nonfunctioning links (such as 

links referring to AutoTree outpus or chromosome browser results.  

Note that due to the computational design of our website only a certain amount of time is reserved for 

each AutoCluster analysis. If this time frame is exceeded, the downloaded matches and in common 

matches are collected after which an AutoCluster analysis is applied. If you notice that some matches 

are not present, restrict or modify the search settings (for instance more strict cM parameters) to obtain 

additional results. It is also possible to perform the AutoCluster search in the mornings or night when 

the servers of 23andme/FTDNA are more responsive. 

In some cases, the mail client renames the ZIP file to a file with a .dat extension. In that scenario, 

rename the .dat file to a file with a .zip extension and try to unzip the renamed file. 
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FTDNA and 23andme group-like AutoCluster analysis 

 

A popular feature available for profiles is the ability to use the groups. It allows you to research a 

particular group of matches. Since FamilyTreeDNA and 23andme are not providing a group feature, a 

similar system using the FTDNA and 23andme identifiers has been developed. The functionality of this 

feature is similar to the Ancestry version of groups. 

Instead of using groups we now employ the identifiers in the Excel file that is available from each 

AutoCluster analysis. For FTDNA we use the "ResultID2" column, for 23andme the "ehid" column.  

Why is this feature interesting for your research? Imagine the scenario where you are interested in the 

matches you share with a 600 cM match on FTDNA or 23andme. Perhaps some of these shared matches 

form clusters as well. To analyze this match (and its shared matches), find the identifier of this match in 

the Excel file and provide it to the AutoCluster panel (see Figure 28). Enable the "Extend cluster" feature 

and set the parameters. Now the shared matches of the 600 cM match are downloaded after which 

shared matches are downloaded for these matches (see Fig 2 for an example that employed a high cM 

match). 

You can also remove matches by placing a single exclamation mark in front of id. And you guessed it, by 

using two exclamation marks, you can remove complete branches. Using the double !! feature, matches 

and their shared matches will be removed from the analysis. 

 

Figure 28. FTDNA AutoCluster interface with a text box that allows for the group-like clustering 
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Enriched Surnames and Locations for 23andme analyses 
 

For 23andme analyses, we collect the surnames and locations of recent ancestors that were entered by 

the different DNA matches. Surnames that are characteristic of the identified clusters can yield 

information concerning the historical or demographic significance of a cluster. To identify these 

surnames and locations, we calculate statistical evidence (i.e., p-value *) that each surname or location 

is overrepresented in a given cluster compared to the background surname/location distribution over all 

retrieved DNA matches. Next, we rank the surnames according to the statistical evidence (i.e., smaller p-

values), and select the most highly ranked surnames as the surnames that are associated to this cluster 

(see Figure 29).  

 

Figure 29. Enriched surnames table with the most overrepresented surname clusters for each cluster 

Note that we first perform clustering of surnames to combine surnames that have similar spelling. 

Members of these surname clusters that are found to be enriched are placed between parenthesis. For 

example in cluster 1 in Figure 29 there is a surname cluster highlighted that contains 4 members. Three 

of these surnames (Folkert - Folkerts - Folckerts ) are linked to members of cluster 1. If you hover your 

mouse over the surnames, you get this additional information in the mouse tooltip. In addition, the 

surname cluster also contains the surname Folkertsma which is linked to 1 DNA match which is not a 

member of Cluster 1.  

Next, the surname table can also hold overrepresented locations that are provided by the users. This can 

be either a part of the surname (for instance for FTDNA users) or specifically supplied by the users in the 

case of 23andme matches.  

* Note that we don’t employ strict multiple testing corrections which is important when testing many 

hypotheses. Please use these p-values to rank the results and solely as guidance for future research. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt1209-1135
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Detailed information concerning Enriched Surnames and Locations 
 

In some cases, certain sets of enriched surnames or locations are linked to a specific combination of 

matches. This more detailed information is provided in the table located at the bottom of the page (see 

Figure 30). Moreover, additional information is provided concerning the DNA matches with surnames 

and the resulting surname clusters.  

 

Figure 30. Detailed enriched surnames table 

The most notable difference between the more condensed enriched surname table (Figure 29) and this 

table is the sorting of clusters and the surnames within clusters. In the detailed enrichment table, the 

clusters are first sorted based on the lowest p-value (i.e., most significant surname enrichment). Next, 

within each cluster, enriched surnames are combined based on the DNA matches from the cluster that 

one of the surnames listed. This ensures that we see all enriched surnames for a single set of matches 

combined in one view. Note that there are more surnames listed in this table as compared to the 

condensed table (Figure 29). In that table, only surnames are listed with a p-value lower or equal to 0.05 

while in the detailed table (Figure 30) all surnames are listed that occur two times or more in a cluster. 
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Rule-based AutoCluster 
 

The rule-based AutoCluster allows users to employ rules to filter and/or merge their matches using 

matches from other profiles. Three different rules allow for the exclusion (NOT rule), inclusion (AND 

rule) or combination (OR rule) of matches. The resulting matches are used for an AutoCluster analysis. 

The usage of these rules allows for a focus on matches from a particular branch of the family, for 

instance, paternal or maternal matches. The usage of these rules is illustrated using the following family 

tree (see Figure 31) and an explanation of each of the three rules (see Figure 32). Note that it is possible 

to combine different rules. First, the AND and NOT rules are processed and used to filter the primary 

profiles and matches from OR rules. 

 

Figure 31. Example family tree to illustrate the usage of different adoptee rules 

 

NOT (or except) rule. In this scenario, C is a person with unknown parentage 
to her birth family (for instance adoptees or donor-conceived persons) that 
has matches of her biological mother F. By applying the NOT rule on the 
matches of her biological mother F, the AutoCluster analysis is performed 
without her maternal matches. By using this strategy she can focus on her 
paternal matches to identify her biological father E. 

 

AND (or intersection) rule. In this scenario, B is a person with unknown 
parentage to her birth family (for instance adoptees or donor-conceived 
persons) that has identified a half-sister (C). By applying the AND rule, only 
paternal matches that are in common with her half-sister are used for the 
AutoCluster analysis. This allows them to focus on the identification of their 
shared biological father E. 

 

OR (or union) rule. In this scenario, two persons (A and B) with unknown 
parentage to their birth families (for instance adoptees or donor-conceived 
persons) would like to combine their matches (and shared matches) to 
identify one or both biological parents. If the biological mother already is 
known and tested, we can add another NOT rule which will exclude the 
matches of the biological mother D. Or if another half-sister C and her 
biological mother F are known, we could add an OR rule to include the 
matches of C and a NOT rule to exclude the matches of F.  

Figure 32. Explanations of three different adoptee rules 
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The last approach using the OR rules enables donor-conceived persons that have identified a large 

number of half-brothers/sisters to combine all of their matches (using the OR rules) and remove the 

matches of their biological mothers (using the NOT rule). By employing this strategy, the majority of the 

paternal matches will be retrieved and used for clustering. 

 

To select the rule-based clustering, go to the website's view (see Figure 8) and click on the profiles link. 

From there, select the rule-based AutoCluster icon for the profile that will be the primary profile. Upon 

clicking on the rule-based AutoCluster link, a new selection view is displayed (see Figure 33). The profile 

for which the rule-based AutoCluster icon was selected is placed on the top and will be used as the 

primary profile. Next, every available registered profile from the same DNA testing company as the 

primary profile is listed underneath. For instance, if an FTDNA profile is selected, every other FTDNA 

profile is shown in this view.  

 

Figure 33. Rule-based AutoCluster page with the primary selection of different rules. 

 

By default, each of the rules associated with the listed profiles is not used. To add a rule based on the 

matches of these profiles, find the concerned profile and set the desired rule. Next, adjust the cM 

settings for this rule. The cM settings are used to filter the matches from that rule. For instance, a NOT 

rule with cM settings 900 cM – 50 cM will only remove matches from the primary profile (and if 

available, matches from OR rules) for matches that fall between 900 and 50 cM. So select a broad cM 
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range if you want to use all possible matches from that profile to be removed from the primary and OR 

profiles. In addition, these cM limits are also applied for the download process of shared matches from 

profiles based on an OR rule.  

The process of downloading matches employs the following logic. First, the matches from NOT and AND 

profiles are obtained. Next, the primary profile and available profiles based on OR rules are obtained 

and filtered using the matches from the previous NOT and AND rules. No filtering will occur If no NOT 

and AND rules are defined. The result of these filtering steps is mentioned in the HTML report, for 

instance: 

“A rule-based AutoClustering analysis was started with the primary profile EJ Blom (using cM settings 

600cM - 20 cM).  

The 1103 primary matches from profile EJ Blom were filtered using the provided rules. After applying the 

AND rule(s), the 1103 matches were condensed to 237 matches. We downloaded shared matches for 47 

DNA matches. The following rule was applied:  

1). AND rule, only using matches that overlap based on matches from profile Mommie (using cM settings 

900cM - 9 cM). For this AND rule, we downloaded 1092 23andme matches.  

After applying one rule, a total of 47 matches are used from the primary profile to perform an 

AutoCluster analysis.” 

In case of analysis with OR rules, it is interesting to know which (shared) matches are added to the 

primary profile. In the following example (see Figure 34), the matches of two unrelated persons were 

combined. The newly added matches are visualized using an additional plus symbol in the visualization. 

Note that complete new matches will get this symbol in the diagonal of the cluster. This allows users to 

distinguish between new shared matches for existing matches and completely new matches. 

In addition to the HTML chart, an Excel formatted file is available that holds the identified clusters as 

well as the DNA matches (see Figure 35) and their annotations (in a separate worksheet named 

AllDnaMatches). New matches in the AllDnaMatches worksheet are colored grey. 
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Figure 34. Rule-based AutoCluster analysis using single OR rule for two unrelated persons. Note that the (shared) matches from 
the first six clusters are visualized using an additional plus symbol which indicates that the (shared) match is new. 

 

Figure 35. Excel representation of rule-based AutoCluster. In this picture, the vertically dashed cell A represents a new shared 
match, the match itself was already available. B represents a newly added match since the diagonal is vertically dashed as well. 
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AutoTree 
 

AutoCluster first organizes your DNA matches into shared match clusters that likely represent branches 

of your family. Everyone in a cluster will likely be on the same ancestral line, although the MRCA 

between any of the matches and between you and any match may vary. The generational level of the 

clusters may vary as well. One may be your paternal grandmother’s branch, another may be your 

paternal grandfather’s father’s branch.  

By comparing the linked and unlinked trees from the members of a certain cluster, we can identify 

ancestors that are common amongst those trees. First, we collect the surnames that are present in the 

trees and create a network using the similarity between surnames. Next, we perform clustering on this 

network to identify clusters of similar surnames. A similar clustering is performed based on a network 

using the first names of members of each surname cluster. Our last clustering uses the birth and death 

years of members of a cluster to find similar persons. As a consequence, initially, large clusters (based 

on the surnames) are divided up into smaller clusters using the first name and birth/death year 

clustering.  See also the blog post of Roberta Estes from DNAeExplained that covers the AutoTree 

feature: https://dna-explained.com/2019/12/02/genetic-affairs-reconstructs-trees-from-genetic-

clusters-even-without-your-tree-or-common-ancestors/ 

The common ancestor and location analysis is calculated using members of AutoCluster clusters as well 

as all using all matches from these clusters. This last step ensures that common ancestors that are 

present in different clusters (for instance clusters that are part of a supercluster, for instance, the first 

clusters from the chart of Figure 14) are identified as well.  

The overview of these analyses is displayed in the main AutoCluster HTML file in a table (see Figure 36). 

For each AutoCluster cluster the number of common ancestors, common locations (for two distances) 

and common surnames are shown. The fields of the tree, common ancestor and common location are 

clickable and will show more detailed information. 

 

 

Figure 36. AutoTree overview which shows the number of common ancestors, locations and surnames for each of the 
AutoCluster clusters as well as the combined analysis. 

If there are not too many matches, an AutoTree analysis is performed on all matches. This particular 

analysis combines all matches from the clustering in a single cluster and perform the AutoTree. It 

sometimes finds common ancestors between members of separate clusters (e.g., in a supercluster). 

https://dna-explained.com/2019/12/02/genetic-affairs-reconstructs-trees-from-genetic-clusters-even-without-your-tree-or-common-ancestors/
https://dna-explained.com/2019/12/02/genetic-affairs-reconstructs-trees-from-genetic-clusters-even-without-your-tree-or-common-ancestors/
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Next, in addition to identifying the common ancestors, we combine the common ancestors and try to 

reconstruct the underlying genealogical tree. In most cases, only parts of the trees can be reconstructed. 

But, with some manual efforts, most automatically generated trees can be combined into one or several 

larger trees. To improve the analysis of the trees, we use a color gradient to differentiate between 

different DNA matches. In addition, persons in the tree are highlighted when you hover over the edges if 

they appear in different trees (see Figure 37). 

 

Figure 37. Reconstructed genealogical tree based on the descendants of common ancestor J Freeman and A harding. Quite some 
of the descendants are a common ancestor as well. At the far right, the linked DNA matches are displayed (in green the profile of 
the tested person). In yellow/brown are tree persons that are retrieved from an unlinked tree. 

The visualized tree persons are clickable which will show more detailed information. In addition, upon 

clicking on the cM value the relationship probabilities are displayed (adapted from the Shared cM 

Project 3.0 tool v4 project, see Figure 38). 

 

Figure 38. Relationship probabilities for a DNA match (relationship probabilities adapted from shared cM project 3.0 v4). 

https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4
https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4
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The complete list of common ancestor clusters with information regarding the underlying tree persons, 

their spouses, descendant, and linked DNA matches are available in the common ancestor's table (see 

Figure 39). This table is also available in de the Excel file. 

 

Figure 39. Common ancestor table that contains all identified common ancestors, husbands, descendants and linked DNA 
matches. 

Using the birth location information from tree persons, we calculate location clusters using a minimum 

location distance. These clusters are available using the common location table which contains the 

location, linked tree, linked DNA match and the tree persons linked to this location (see Figure 40). 

 

 

Figure 40. Common locations table that contains the location clusters and matches of this cluster. 
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AutoPedigree 
 

AutoPedigree is a feature that employs the AutoTree predictions. It is developed to identify how a 

person, for instance an adopee, fits into a reconstructed AutoTree. In short, the AutoPedigree feature 

automates the generation and testing of hypotheses using reconstructed trees from AutoTree. 

Our approach has been inspired by the WATO tool that has been built to help solve DNA puzzles 

(including unknown parentage cases) by undertaking calculations as described by Leah Larkin in her 

series Science the heck out of your DNA.developed to identify how a person, for instance an adopee, fits 

into a reconstructed AutoTree. Our approach has been inspired by the WATO tool that has been built to 

help solve DNA puzzles (including unknown parentage cases) by undertaking calculations as described by 

Leah Larkin in her series Science the heck out of your DNA. 

 

Figure 41. Partial AutoPedigree with different generated hypotheses and their ranks. The actual place in the tree is represented 
with the green tester rectangle 

Based on the common ancestors from the reconstructed 

trees, we create siblings for each of the identified 

ancestors. Next, we generate descendants (also called 

hypotheses) that could serve as a hypothesis (see example 

in Figure 41). What that means is the following, each 

generated descendant could represent the actual test 

taker (for instance an adoptee). But given the cM values of 

the DNA matches in the tree, some generated 

descendants are more probable than others. This 

probability is a measure of how likely a certain relationship 

is to occur. For instance, a DNA match sharing 229 cM has 

a probability of 54% of being a 2C but a 0% probability of 

being a 4C (see Figure 42 for screenshot of the shared cM 

project that employs these probabilities as well). 

By multiplying each of the probabilities for each of the 

DNA matches in the tree, a score can be calculated for a 

certain generated hypothesis. This type of analysis can 

Figure 42. Example probability for a match sharing 229 cM. 
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also manually be performed using the online WATO tool (see Figure 43). 

 

Figure 43. WATO representation of the AutoPedigree output. The different hypotheses are provided with a score. 

All generated AutoPedigree trees are available in the WATO format, allowing users to import them into 

WATO. This allows for further tweaking of the trees, for instance if the AutoTree wrongly identified a 

common ancestor. In addition, matches from other companies that are known to be descendants as well 

can then be added. 

The table underneath the visualized AutoPedigree tree summarizes the different hypotheses (see Figure 

44). Each row represents a hypthesis, the MRCA and the ranked combined odds ratios. This odds ratio 

score is calculated based on the probabilty of that hypothesis dividid by the smallest probability of 

another hypothesis. Next, we compare the score to the next, slightly smaller, score and calculated the 

ratio between them. For instance, if the best combined odds ratio is 200 and the second best is 50, the 

compared score would be 4 (200 divided by 50). The last columns show the probability of each DNA 

match and the generated hypothesis. By clicking on the download button above the table, the complete 

table becomes available as an Excel file. 

 

Figure 44. AutoPedigree scores table 
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Some hypotheses contain probabilities that are 0.0%, indicating that this relationship is not possible 

when taking into account the cM value of the DNA match and the proposed genealogical link. For 

instance, a DNA match that shares 200 cM cannot have a relationship of a 4C. 

The generated hypotheses are visualized as descendants in the reconstructed AutoTree visualizations. 

For instance, hyp_14_child2 represents the 14th hypothesis and the second child. Instead of supplying 

the scores, we are providing the rank of the score in a badge. Scores that have a probability of 0 are 

placed in a red badge, the top 5 scores are placed in a green badge and the remainder in an orange 

badge. Upon clickin on the badge, a popup will appear that holds more information concerning the 

calculation of the score (see Figure 45). 

A lot of hypotheses are tested for AutoPedigree. Therefore, in order to improve the visibility we prune 

the AutoTree tree by only displaying generated descendants if positive probabilities are available for 

that branch. 

 

Figure 45. Pop up visualization upon clicking on the rank badge. 

In some cases a DNA match has multiple links with the tested person, for instance DNA match M.M. that 

shares 157.9 cM and has common ancestor J Ozinga and B Ozinga (see Figure 46). The amount of cMs 

that is shared with the tested person is therefore inflated. To correct for this, we employ an approach 

that divides the amount of shared cM based on the different genealogical paths. We therefore attribute 

a larger fraction of cM to the DNA match if the tested hypothesis has a shorter path to the hypothesis as 

compared to the other path(s). Despite this measure, caution should be taken when encountering these 

DNA matches. The grey cells in the AutoCluster charts can be indicative of matches that are linked to 

more clusters and therefore linked via multiple ancestors. 
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Figure 46. AutoTree reconstruction with a DNA match that has multiple links with the tested person. 

A single inaccurate hypothesis in the tree can potentially nullify the overall hypothesis, making its score 

zero. Unfortunately, these hypotheses are sometimes inevitable, for instance because a match is related 

via multiple genealogical links whereas only one line is identified. In this case you might end up with a 

predicted 4C (based on the reconstructed tree) that shares much more DNA with the tester as is 

expected based on the 4C relationship. If necessary, we therefore also perform the same automated 

analysis while ignoring one or two of these cases. If the rank badge starts with a digit, this digit will 

represent the number of ignored probabilities (2_RANK:4 indicates a hypothesis ranked 4th for which 2 

probabilities were ignored). See Figure 47 for an example pop up with information concerning an 

ignored probability. 

 

Figure 47. AutoPedigree with an ignored probability. 

Invoking the AutoPedigree can be accomplished by going to the AutoCluster or AutoTree interface (see 

Figure 48). Select the common ancestor (AutoTree) option as well as the AutoPedigree. Next, select the 

min cM threshold for the analysis. This threshold indicates the minimum of shared cM that a match 

should share with the tested person. It is advised to use a 40 cM limit but it is possible to go down to 30 

cM. 
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.

 

Figure 48. AutoPedigree interface, the min shared cM and half relationships can be set. 
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AutoSegment – segment based clustering 
 

AutoSegment automatically organizes your matches using shared segment clusters. It employs locally 

downloaded segment files, therefore no scraping and website credentials are not needed. It works for 

MyHeritage, 23andme, FTDNA and GEDmatch segments (see Figure 49 for MyHeritage example). An 

AutoSegment analysis can be started using this link: https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment 

 

 

Figure 49. AutoSegment chart for MyHeritage profile with manually added maternal/paternal annotations 

 

Let’s first examine some visual examples before explaining how the AutoSegment works. Underneath 

the main visual chart, a table (see Figure 50) is available that contains general characteristics of the 

clusters. For instance, for which chromosomes segment clusters have been found, the number of 

paternal/maternal matches linked to a cluster, the number of segments and number of segment clusters 

for that cluster. 

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment
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Figure 50. Table that shows main characteristics of each AutoSegment cluster 

After clicking on one of the links, a report  displayed. This chart will display a chromosome 

representation (see Figure 51) of the chromosome locations that are underlying these segments. 

 

Figure 51.Chromosome visualization of the segment clusters 

In this case, the segment cluster contains segments located on chromosome 13.  
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Underneath the chromosome browser a table is displayed that contain the segment clusters that are 

identified (see Figure 52). This is the core of AutoSegment, these are the overlapping segments that are 

identified from the analysis.  This table shows the main cluster where the DNA matches are residing, the 

segment cluster, chromosome, start and end positions. To quickly assess the segment overlap between 

the segments, a visual segment representation is added. The number of SNPs is reported as wel as the 

name of the underlying DNA matches, the DTC, the cM of the segment as well of the total cM of the 

match. If the match has a paternal or maternal annotation, this information will be displayed in the last 

two columns.

 

Figure 52. Segment cluster table 

However, and this is also a word of caution, AutoSegment identifies overlapping segments that do not 

necessarily triangulate! The reason that we want to identify overlapping segments is because some of 

them will actually triangulate, and we are interested in identifying triangulated segments because they 

can point to a common ancestor. Conveniently, MyHeritage provides a chromosome browser 

(https://www.myheritage.nl/dna/chromosome-browser) that will show if these segments are 

triangulating (see Figure 53).  The segments identified were checked and found to be triangulating. 

 

 
Figure 53. Chromosome browser representation of MyHeritage, indicating that the visualized segments triangulate. 

https://www.myheritage.nl/dna/chromosome-browser
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AutoSegment concepts 
 

We will now discuss the underlying concepts of the AutoSegment clustering. The regular AutoCluster 

analyses are all based on shared match data, meaning that if a DNA match shares DNA with another 

match, they are shared matches and they might end up in the same cluster. 

Let’s examine one of these clusters. In this example, we will look at a cluster (see Figure 54) from a 

AutoCluster analysis based on a FamilyTreeDNA profile. As you can see, it’s a well connected cluster, 

meaning that all members are sharing DNA with each other. 

 

 

Figure 54. Example cluster from regular AutoCluster analysis for a FTDNA profile. 
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Now let’s examine these matches using the chromosome browser of FamilyTreeDNA (see Figure 55).  As 

we can immediately see in the chromosome browser, all shared DNA segments are not shared by other 

DNA matches. The exception seems to be on chromosome 7, but the two matches are closely related 

(mother/daughter). The only overlap with another match seems to be on chromosome 19. 

  

 

 

Figure 55. Chromosome browser of all members of a certain FTDNA cluster 

So in a way, by only looking at overlapping segments we are restricting ourselves. The fact that these 

matches in the aforementioned cluster do not share a cluster does not make them less useful. They will 

still probably share a common ancestor. The question now might be asked, why then look at overlapping 

segments? There are several reasons. First, if the overlapping segments are found to be triangulating, 

they might be good candidates for DNA painting procedures. Second, the overlapping segment analyses 

can be perfomed using locally downloaded files, so there is no need to supply the website credentials 

and scrape the website. Third, some DNA testing companies, such as MyHeritage and GEDmatch, were 

not covered by our website. Last, since the overlapping segments are a generic procedure, we can 

employ the same approach DNA segment data from several DNA testing companies, thereby combining 

the matches into one single clustering. We will cover this hybrid approach in a later stage. 

Another example of the use of shared match data vs overlapping segments is illustrated in Figure 56. 

This figure shows a regular AutoClusters chart as compared to the AutoSegment output. Since the 

AutoSegment analysis is restricted to overlapping segments, it shows a lower number of grey cells. 
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Figure 56. MyHeritage AutoClusters (based on shared matches), vs AutoSegment (based on overlapping segments). 

 

Now for the underlying concepts of an AutoSegment analysis. Remember that DNA matches are linked 

via their shared matches but in this case, we don’t have these available. Instead, we use segments and 

use these to link the matches. 

The analysis starts out like a regular AutoCluster analysis. The user can define a specific max-min cM (for 

instance matches between 400 cM – 20 cM) but in addition a min segment overlap needs to be 

provided. For instance, 10 cM.  

This segment overlap will be used as a minimum overlap measure, segments that share less than the 

provided amount, will not be linked. We calculate the segment overlap between 2 segments by looking 

at the overlap (see Figure 57).  To provide the exact amount of overlapping cM information, we employ 

a human genetic map (build 37). However, before we calculate this overlap, we first check if the 

maternal/paternal is set, and if so, is the same for the underlying matches. 

 

Figure 57. Segment overlap calculation 
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If the identified segment overlap exceeds the minimum overlap, the segments are linked. After linking 

all overlapping segments, we can examine these segment networks and identify segment clusters in 

them (see Figure 58 where we visualize 9 linked segments and are able to identify 2 segment clusters). 

  

Figure 58. Linked segments. Numbers represent segments whereas an link between segments indicates an overlap. 

After identifying many of these segment clusters, it’s time to go back to our DNA matches. Ultimately, 

we want to cluster the DNA matches based on the segment clusters (see Figure 59).  

  

Figure 59. Convert segment clusters to DNA match clusters 
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By using these segment clusters we can link DNA matches. Here is how it works, we examine all of the 

segment clusters and check if a certain DNA matchA and DNA matchB have a segment linked to this 

segment cluster. If so, a link between these two matches is created. Now the table described in Figure 

50 makes more sense. Some high cM matches might be linked via several segment clusters and others 

only via one segment cluster.   

Underneath the segment cluster chart, as described before, a table is displayed (see Figure 60) that 

contains the general segment statistics, cluster and segment cluster id, chromosome, start, end and 

visual representation. 

 

Figure 60. Segment cluster information with general segment statistics. 
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In addition to the segment cluster tables displayed on each cluster page, there is a large table on the 

main page that describes all identified segment clusters. This overview is useful because in some cases 

DNA matches are not clustered but do appear in certain segment clusters. This complete overview 

allows the analysis of the DNA matches that did not make it into the main clustering (see Figure 61).

 

Figure 61. . Individual segment cluster overview for all identified segment clusters 
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In some areas in the genome, there are regions where a considerable amount of people are sharing 

certain DNA segments. These regions are known as so-called pile-up regions. For example, the segments 

from the segment cluster represented in 
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Figure 62 all are found on chromosome 15. This region overlaps with pile-up regions that are identified 

in a study of Li et al 2014 (see Figure 63).

 

Figure 62. Example segment cluster that overlaps with a known pile up region 

 

Figure 63. Identified pile up regions in a study of Li et al 2014 

We have added an option to the AutoSegment interface that allows users to filter these known pile-up 

regions. Segments that are located in these regions are removed from the analysis. 
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However, there can still be some regions in the genome that are enriched with respect to segments. To 

provide insights into these regions, we visualize the number of segments for each chromosome (see 

Figure 64). The pileup report link is found in the main HTML, the file called pileup_report.html and 

created in the chromosomes folder. 

 

Figure 64. Personal pileup region report 

 

 

GEDmatch triangulation data 
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The word of caution that was mentioned in the beginning needs additional explanations with respect to 

the GEDmatch analysis. For MyHeritage and FTDNA analyses we employ two files, one containing the 

DNA match data and one containing the segments. For 23andme analyses, the segments and DNA 

matches combined into one file. For GEDmatch we also employ 2 files, one segment file but the other 

file contain triangulation data (see next section how to obtain this data set). Since we have this 

triangulation data, we can now verify overlapping segments and only keep the overlapping segments 

that have a triangulation segment linked to them. This greatly improves the accuracy of the predictions. 

 

Excel cluster representation 
 

In some cases, the numbers of cluster in the HTML file is too large to open using a browser. Luckily, an 

Excel is created that will show a spreadsheet representation of the generated clusters. Usually, this file 

can be opened if the HTML is unresponsive.  

 

Figure 65. Excel representation of the AutoSegment clusters 

In addition, to still view the cluster table and segment cluster table information is contained in the 

HTML, open the file that ends with “_chart.html” which is the same HTML file without the chart. 

 
 

 

 

Paternal & Maternal annotations 
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Profiles from FTDNA and 23andme that have tested some close relatives can sometimes have the 

maternal and paternal labels (see Figure 66).  This information is used to assess if certain overlapping 

segments are valid. It is also possible to add these labels manually. To enable this, open the DNA match 

file CSV using a spreadsheet edit and add the “maternal” or “paternal” annotation in the last column of 

this spreadsheet. Save the modified spreadsheet as a CSV file and use it for the AutoSegment clustering. 

 

Figure 66. Paternal and maternal annotations for FTDNA 
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AutoSegment – retrieve offline data 
 

This section describes how to obtain the DNA match and/or segment matches for MyHeritage, 

23andme, FamilyTreeDNA and segment/triangulation data for GEDmatch.  

 

Retrieving segment data for MyHeritage 
 

Login to MyHeritage and visit the DNA matches page: https://www.myheritage.com/dna/matches 

Click on the three vertical dots to expand the menu. Select the first option to retrieve the DNA match 

list, the second option will allow the retrieval of the segment data. Both files will be mailed. 

 

Save the attachments from the e-mails and go to the Genetic Affairs AutoSegment page for MyHeritage: 

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/MyHeritage 

 

https://www.myheritage.com/dna/matches
https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/MyHeritage
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Adjust the search parameters, fill in the name field and select the segment file and match file. After you 

start the analysis, results will appear within 15 min in your mailbox. If no results appear, it is possible 

that too low cM values were employed. Try raising the minimum cM settings and retry the analysis.  
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Retrieving segment data for FamilyTreeDNA 
 

Login into FamilyTreeDNA and visit your Family Finder page: 

https://www.familytreedna.com/my/familyfinder. Go to the bottom of the page and click on “Download 

Matches: CSV” 

 

Save the matches file to your local drive. Next, visit the chromosome browser page for the segment 

data: https://www.familytreedna.com/my/family-finder/chromosome-browser 

 

Click on “Download all segments” to download the segment data. 

 

 

 

https://www.familytreedna.com/my/familyfinder
https://www.familytreedna.com/my/family-finder/chromosome-browser
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Next, go to the Genetic Affairs AutoSegment page for FamilyTreeDNA:  

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/FamilyTreeDNA 

 

 

 

Adjust the search parameters, fill in the name field and select the segment file and match file. After you 

start the analysis, results will appear within 15 min in your mailbox. If no results appear, it is possible 

that too low cM values were employed. Try raising the minimum cM settings and retry the analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/23andme
https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/FamilyTreeDNA
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Retrieving segment data for 23andme 
 

The AutoSegment analysis for 23andme is the only analysis that requires one file. The reason for this is 

because 23andme has merged the DNA match data into the segment file. To obtain this file, first go to 

https://www.23andme.com and login.  Next, go to the DNA relatives page 

(https://you.23andme.com/tools/relatives/):  

 

On the DNA relatives page, scroll to the bottom and click on “Download aggregate data” 

 

This will allow you to download all segment/match data to your local drive. You can also obtain this file 

by using to this direct link:  https://you.23andme.com/tools/relatives/download/ 

 

https://www.23andme.com/
https://you.23andme.com/tools/relatives/
https://you.23andme.com/tools/relatives/download/
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Next, go to the Genetic Affairs AutoSegment page for 23andme: 

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/23andme 

 

 

Adjust the search parameters, fill in the name field and select the segment/match file. After you start 

the analysis, results will appear within 15 min in your mailbox. If no results appear, it is possible that too 

low cM values were employed. Try raising the minimum cM settings and retry the analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/23andme
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Retrieving segment data for GEDmatch 
 

GEDmatch is the only company that provides triangulated segments in addition to regular DNA segment 

data. AutoSegment employs both files since the regular DNA segment file contains information 

concerning the DNA matches that is not available in the triangulated segments file. The triangulated 

segment file greatly improves the quality of the AutoSegment predictions. 

 

Log into GEDmatch and select the Tier 1 – Segment Search 

(https://www.gedmatch.com/segment_search.php): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gedmatch.com/segment_search.php
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Fill in the concerned Kit Number, select the max number of closest matches to consider (for instance 

5000) and enable the “Prevent Hard Breaks” option: 

 

Click on submit and let the tool analyze the data. After it is finished, click on the “here” button in the top 

of the screen and save the csv file to your local drive. 
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Next, we will download the triangulated data from GEDmatch. From the main page, select the 

triangulation option: 

 

Fill in the concerned Kit Number, select the max number of closest matches to consider (for instance 

5000) and start the analysis by clicking on the submit button: 

 

Browse to the end of the page and locate the download link: 
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Download the triangulated data by clicking on the ‘here’ link in the bottom of the screen. This will allow 

you to save a CSV file to your local drive. 

Next, go to the Genetic Affairs AutoSegment page for GEDmatch: 

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/GEDmatch 

 

 

 

Adjust the search parameters, fill in the name field and select the triangulated and segment file. After 

you start the analysis, results will appear within 15 min in your mailbox. If no results appear, it is 

possible that too low cM values were employed. Try raising the minimum cM settings and retry the 

analysis.  

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/autosegment/addWebsite/GEDmatch
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Hybrid AutoSegment – combine MyHeritage, FTDNA, 23andme and 

GEDmatch 
 

The logical successor of AutoSegment would be a version that would create a clustering output using the 

segments of all four different companies. This hybrid AutoSegment is now available using the link 

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/hybridautosegment (see Figure 67). 

 

 

Figure 67. Hybrid AutoSegment interface 

The interface options are quite similar to the default AutoSegment. However, the min overlapping 

segment size is now set for all four companies. In addition, there is an option to enable a liftover 

procedure for FTDNA. The reasoning for this option is as follows. Since this AutoSegment clustering 

relies on overlapping segments, it is crucial to obtain accurate genome coordinates. However, FTDNA 

employs human genome build 36 (NCBI36) to report its coordinates while the other companies (except 

Ancestry) report them using build 37. Using liftover tools, we can convert the genomic coordinates 

between different assemblies.   

https://members.geneticaffairs.com/hybridautosegment
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For my own data, I found an interesting segment on chromosome 19 (see Figure 68). In this case, the 

10.0 cM segment on FTDNA is reported:  start 48.870.277 - end 53.557.331  

and on MyHeritage the 10.7 cM segment is reported: start 42.262.891 - end 48.995.691 

 

Figure 68. Difference between FTDNA build 36 and MyHeritage build 37 

 

When comparing the segments between FTDNA and MyHeritage, it can be seen that they barely 

overlap. However, after applying the leftover method, the following coordinates are created:  

before liftover start 48.870.277 - end 53.557.331 

after liftover: start 44.178.437 - end 48.865.519 

New segment length 8.9 cM 
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The updated coordinates overlap with the ones from MyHeritage. So with the updated coordinates, the 

segments will be overlapping whereas with the initial coordinates they were not.  

 

The interface of the hybrid AutoSegment is similar to the regular AutoSegment. The overlay messages 

will show which matches and from which company they are (see Figure 69). 

 

Figure 69. Hybrid AutoSegment chart with overlay 

The table that contains some general statistics and links to the individual cluster reports is now also 

reporting the number of matches per DNA testing company (see Figure 70).

 

Figure 70. General cluster statistics 
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The same holds true for the table in the lower section of the main HTML page. This now contains the 

individual segment cluster information with information per DNA testing company. 

 

Figure 71. Hybrid AutoSegment segment cluster chart 

 

Information concerning the DNA match and segment files is provided in the main HTML file (see Figure 

72). Also information is provided if there are any warnings concerning issues while importing these files. 

The results of the pile-up removal procedure (if selected) are also provided. The same for the FTDNA 

liftover analysis, with information concerning the largest change. 

For GEDmatch some additional information is provided for the triangulation file. In some cases these 

triangulation reports generate data that are not provided in the segment file. We still would like to keep 

these segments since they represent high quality triangulated data.  

To predict the cM values of these unknown matches, we first cluster (flatten) the triangulated segments 

such that we obtain a single segment cluster per segment location. The reason this is important because 

the triangulation file can contain many segments that are more or less on the same location. After 

clustering these matches we take the largest segment from the segment cluster and combine the cM 

values for each them. The combined cM values for these flattened cM values are then the total shared 

cM with this particular DNA match. It’s most likely a deflated score but at least we use the available data 

to come to a certain value. These reconstructed matches can easily be detected by looking at the notes 

field of GEDmach matches. That will contain information concerning the reconstruction of this DNA 

match. 
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Figure 72. Hybrid AutoSegment settings 
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In addition to the general statistics we also supply information concerning the DNA segments. This will 

include the number of segments imported, after filtering and the number of overlapping segments (see 

Figure 73). 

 

Figure 73. Hybrid AutoSegment segment statistics. 
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Additional settings 
 

More additional settings and links are available from the top-menu (see Figure 74). The different 

settings and options will be discussed below. 

 

Figure 74. General settings from top-menu 

A) Members & Frontpage 

1) Members Home 

2) Genetic Affairs frontpage links 

B) Websites & Profiles 

1) Shows all websites 

2) Allows adding a new website 

3) Manage all profiles. This view shows all profiles for all websites. It can also be used to modify 

the settings for all profiles. 

4) This section will display all registered websites 

C) Settings 

1) User settings – allows the modification of user settings with respect to user credentials, 

subscriptions and payment methods. The next section will go into more detail 

2) Subscribing or unsubscribing to the newsletter can be performed using this link 

3) This page shows all available credits 

4) When a valid credit card has been registered, it is possible to use this page to obtain credits 

based on a single charge 

5) Allows disabling all regular updates with one action 

6) Delete user account 

D) Contact us option 

E) Notifications pane and general announcements. The notifications panel will display account info 

updates, DNA match updates, information about single or monthly subscriptions that will be 

available as notifications. The general announcements will be used to show more general messages 

like new functionalities or promotional information. 

F) User settings allow changing information concerning your name, e-mail address, password, 

subscriptions, payment information, and invoices. Our next section will discuss this in more detail. 
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User settings and Payments 
 

The user settings are available from the top-menu after selecting the user icon (most right option) and 

clicking on the “Your Settings” link (see Figure 74C). The different settings and options will be discussed 

below. 

 

Figure 75. User settings 

A) Profile settings – allows changing the name 

and e-mail address 

B) Allows changing the password 

C) Shows the different monthly subscription 

options (see Figure 76). The monthly 

subscriptions allow for a monthly addition of 

credits to your account. In addition, monthly 

subscription yields 10% bonus credits on top 

of the acquired credits. 

D) Store your credit card settings in this section. 

We use the Stripe (www.stripe.com) 

payment processing platform to store credit 

card information. In addition, the Stripe 

platform also performs monthly or single 

payments. Note that the VAT field only is 

required for companies, most users can 

ignore this option. 

E) Invoices from the monthly subscriptions can 

be downloaded from this invoices page. 

 

  

Figure 76 - Subscription options 

http://www.stripe.com/
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Blog posts and Facebook groups 
 

After the launch of AutoCluster a new user group has been founded, please visit us on Facebook. 

In addition, several (often AutoCluster related) blog posts have been created in the last year. These 

describe the use of AutoCluster and sometimes illustrate this tool with genealogical evidence. 

Comparison of ICW AutoCluster and AutoSegment AutoCluster by Patricia Coleman 
Genetic Affairs Hybrid AutoSegment Cluster by Patricia Coleman 
GEDmatch AutoSegment by Patricia Coleman 
Genetic Affairs AutoFastClusters by Patricia Coleman 
Manual AutoClusters for LivingDNA by Patricia Coleman 
DNAeXplained - Genetic Affairs: AutoPedigree Combines AutoTree with WATO to Identify Your Potential 
Tree Locations 
Kitty Cooper - Automated tree building with Genetic Affairs 
DNAeXplained – Genetic Genealogy - Genetic Affairs Reconstructs Trees from Genetic Clusters – Even 
Without Your Tree or Common Ancestors 
Dana Leeds Blog 
Kitty Cooper's Blog - Automatic Clustering from Genetic Affairs 
Kitty Cooper's blog - More Clustering Tools! 
DNAeXplained – AutoClustering by Genetic Affairs 
Hartley DNA & genealogy - A New Look for AutoClusters 
Behold Genealogy - Genetic Affairs Clustering at 23andMe 
Anne's Family History - DNA: experimenting with reports from GeneticAffairs.com 
DNAsleuth - Clustering Tools for DNA matches 
Genea Musings - Using GeneticAffairs.com to Create DNA Match AutoClusters 
HistorTree - Analyzing DNA Auto-Clusters with Pedigree Collapse 
MyHeritage DNA - Introducing AutoClusters for DNA Matches 
The Genealogy Guys Blog - Genetic Affairs, a New DNA Tool 
Matt's Genealogy Blog - Auto-Clustering of DNA Matches 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/GeneticAffairs/
https://patriciacolemangenealogy.com/2020/11/10/comparison-of-icw-autocluster-and-autosegment-autocluster/
https://patriciacolemangenealogy.com/2020/10/04/genetic-affairs-hybrid-autosegment-cluster/
https://patriciacolemangenealogy.com/2020/08/26/gedmatch-autosegment/
https://patriciacolemangenealogy.wordpress.com/2020/07/05/genetic-affairs-autofastclusters/
https://patriciacolemangenealogy.wordpress.com/2020/06/17/manual-autoclusters-for-livingdna/
https://dna-explained.com/2020/05/24/genetic-affairs-autopedigree-combines-autotree-with-wato-to-identify-your-potential-tree-locations
https://dna-explained.com/2020/05/24/genetic-affairs-autopedigree-combines-autotree-with-wato-to-identify-your-potential-tree-locations
https://blog.kittycooper.com/2020/03/automated-tree-building-with-genetic-affairs/
https://dna-explained.com/2019/12/02/genetic-affairs-reconstructs-trees-from-genetic-clusters-even-without-your-tree-or-common-ancestors
https://dna-explained.com/2019/12/02/genetic-affairs-reconstructs-trees-from-genetic-clusters-even-without-your-tree-or-common-ancestors
https://www.danaleeds.com/
https://blog.kittycooper.com/2018/12/automatic-clustering-from-genetic-affairs/
https://blog.kittycooper.com/2019/05/more-clustering-tools
https://dna-explained.com/2018/12/04/autoclustering-by-genetic-affairs/
http://www.jmhartley.com/HBlog/2019/01/04/a-new-look-for-autoclusters
http://www.beholdgenealogy.com/blog/?p=2826
https://ayfamilyhistory.com/2019/01/03/dna-experimenting-with-reports-from-geneticaffairs-com/
https://dnasleuth.wordpress.com/2019/02/01/clustering-tools-for-dna-matches
https://www.geneamusings.com/2019/01/using-geneticaffairscom-to-create-dna.html
http://histortree.com/2019/02/17/analyzing-dna-auto-clusters-with-pedigree-collapse-paternal-super-cluster-a/
https://blog.myheritage.com/2019/02/introducing-autoclusters-for-dna-matches/
http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2018/12/genetic-affairs-new-dna-tool.html
http://matthewkmiller.blogspot.com/2018/12/auto-clustering-of-dna-matches.html/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYRCK8ogW1k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofyLyspqHVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfNOtpg6OU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTboZ5q10Nk
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Other AutoCluster implementations. 
 

After the initial launch of AutoCluster in December 2018, a lot of requests were made concerning a 

version for MyHeritage. Fortunately, MyHeritage decided to license the tool and together with their 

team, we implemented the AutoCluster in their infrastructure. It was released during Rootstech 2019 in 

Salt Lake City.  The visualization of AutoCluster from MyHeritage has been changed a bit, for instance, 

the usage of different cluster colors (see Figure 77).  In addition, an algorithm was implemented that 

uses the results of various clustering analyses to find a clustering that produces a chart containing 

around 100 members. This ensures that the user experience will be more constant. Moreover, this 

clustering analysis also considers the shared cM between common matches. This implementation has 

been shown to improve the clustering results of people from endogamous populations (for instance, 

Ashkenazi or Acadian). 

 

Figure 77. AutoCluster implementation from MyHeritage. Note that the current implementation does not contain the sorting of 
clusters based on the grey cells, instead, they are sorted based on cluster size. 

https://dna-explained.com/2017/03/10/concepts-the-faces-of-endogamy/
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Another website that now employs the AutoClustering algorithm and visualization is GEDmatch (see 

Figure 78). This analysis is available for Tier 1 users. GEDmatch has gone a step further by creating an 

interactive AutoCluster analysis by combining the Multi Kit Analysis with the AutoCluster clustering. As a 

result, members of a cluster can now be selected for further analysis, for instance, to see which DNA 

segments are shared.  

 

 

 

Figure 78. GEDmatch implementation of the AutoCluster algorithm with selectable clusters and members for downstream 
analysis by the MKA. 
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Prices  
 

The free trial provides a total of 200 credits that can be used to try several features (see Figure 79). By 

purchasing a subscription on our site, several premium features are unlocked as well as the removal of 

some restrictions. 

 

Figure 79. Free trial vs subscriber membership 
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The front page holds information concerning the costs of the analyses (see 

https://www.geneticaffairs.com/prices.html and Figure 80). 

 

Figure 80. Cost of the analyses 

 
  

https://www.geneticaffairs.com/prices.html
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Troubleshooting 
 

Sometimes the websites (FTDNA or 23andme) are unreachable, for instance, if they are under 

maintenance. In this case, a message concerning this error will be mentioned in the regular mail. In 

addition, in the case of a weekly or monthly search, the delay is saved. When the upcoming search is 

successful, we use this delay to correct the weekly or monthly interval (which would otherwise shift by 

one or more days). 

In the case of endogamous populations, the AutoCluster might not work properly. This is partly due to 

the large number of matches which a long time to download. The limited-time slot of a single 

AutoCluster analysis does not provide for these long downloads. In some cases, selecting the more 

powerful server will help. If it still doesn’t work, alternative methods such as DNAGedcom might be a 

good option since they also perform clustering of the matches based on shared matches. The difference, 

however, is that this tool can run on your own computer and doesn’t suffer from the time constraints 

that AutoCluster has. 

See our frequently asked questions for more information concerning security. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/DNAGedcomUserGroup/
https://www.geneticaffairs.com/faq.html

